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Healing
by Bonnie Meyer

Most Christian people do not have difficulty
believing God and Jesus possess the gift of
healing, the ability to mend sick bodies and
minds. But how many believe that the power
of God can flow through a spiritual healer?
Society tells us that we cannot heal and yet
many people tell us they can.

Two Sides at Work Here
There are two sides at work here at this time,
the positive and the negative and both of
them have the power to heal. Instincts
should be engaged to know which side you
are dealing with. Most don’t realize they
could be drawing from the negative side if
they do not ask for the healing to come from
Jesus and God. Always remember that the
anti-christ can heal as well; yes the negative
side of the source can heal but along with his
healing comes a price tag that you would not
want to pay. It is never given unconditionally
and there are always strings attached. Often
times the return payment is deceptive and
may not come right away. So be leery of
healers who claim that they can heal and do
not recognize Jesus and God as beings the
source of their healing. Their power to heal is
probably coming from the negative side of
the force. A real spiritual healer at all times
recognizes God and admits that it is His

healing that flows through them. I have
personally heard of only a very few who
recognize God as being the source of their
healing.
Do you remember in the Bible that Jesus
says, “You can do all that I can and more?”
But does anyone really believe that? I believe
that yes, we can heal just as Jesus can,
because like Him we are a part of the God
force that exists in all of us. Therefore we can
be just as great a healer as he, just look to the
Bible.

Beware of Fake Healers
I was at a conference and the speaker said he was
working with the gray type of aliens and he was
setting up a healing center. The aliens were willing
to heal anyone who came but they were required to
receive an implant.
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God’s Healing Force
The most effective people in the healing
ministry are those who are painfully aware of
their own limitations, yet put themselves at
God’s disposal where all things are possible.
Anyone who believes that it is he or she who
are the healers have forgotten where their
power comes from and often times open
themselves up to deceptive forces. Without
their knowledge they are using forces not of
the light for healing, or as many people say
from the negative side of the force. A feeling
of unworthiness does not remove our
responsibility for exercising the healing
ministry and should only make us more
sensitive instruments for the Lord’s work.

Healing Circles
The circle is only as strong as the weakest link. This
has caused me to be cautious for the following
reasons
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Some Important
Suggestions
by Bonnie Meyer

To become a good spiritual healer or
Lightworker here are a few suggestions to
help on your way:




Never suggest that an individual
discontinue medication, treatment
or therapy. The healing of God also
comes through these channels.
Natural compounds for healing are
becoming rarer, because of the
pollution that abounds on the
planet. Many of the natural
remedies God has given us have
been destroyed, so be careful of
natural remedies as they are not as
pure or healthy as they once were,
even if they claim to be.
Accept people as they are, as this is
a sign of real maturity. Remember
but for the grace of God you might
be them. Engage in the activity
Jesus taught and that is to “forgive
us our trespasses as we forgive
those who trespass against us.”





Sometimes it becomes necessary
to confront someone when a
situation, attitude or their actions
are destructive to themselves or to
others. Have your say and then put
the situation in God’s hands. You
may never know if what you said
did any good or not, but it is not
necessary to know as it has been
left in the hands of God.
Maintain the kind of free and open
relationships necessary for spiritual
growth. God gave us free will and
He will not violate that free will
even if you choose a different life
than He wants for all of us.



Remember that if a death occurs
rather than a healing, God calls us
all home in His timing.

CAN WE REALLY DO THIS?
Do you remember in the Bible that Jesus says,
“You can do all that I can and more?” But does
anyone really believe that? I believe that yes,
we can heal just as Jesus can.
“THEY WILL DO EVEN GREATER THINGS”

John 14:12

Beware of Fake Healers
by Bonnie Meyer

The forces of darkness can heal but
there are always strings attached. I
wouldn’t want to be healed of the body
and yet lose my soul.

I was at a conference and the speaker said he
was working with the gray type of aliens and
he was setting up a healing center. The aliens
were willing to heal anyone who came but
they were required to receive an implant so
that the aliens knew where they were at all
times.
The speaker asked who in the audience
would like to be healed. I was surprised at the
number of people who raised their hands.
This bothered me for the rest of the day and
that night I asked the aliens I work with what
was this all about. They asked me what I
thought and I replied that I felt it was a ruse
just to get the implants into people so they
could be abducted whenever the aliens
wanted to.

Monn, the alien I was talking to, explained
that the forces of darkness can heal but there
are always strings attached. I wouldn’t want
to be healed of the body and yet lose my
soul. I would have been giving those gray
aliens permission to abduct me, giving them
permission to do as they pleased. Monn said,
this is how they operate, they give you
something and you must give them
something back. Because you consciously
made the decision to accept the healing the
negative aliens will tell you there is nothing
you can do about it. But that is a lie. You
don’t have to allow the aliens to experiment
on you or do anything else to you. You can
always change your mind you have free will
and you can always call on the Creator to
help you null and void the contract.
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that we cannot touch, taste, see or
smell. Many times I get messages
while I sleep, sometimes from God
and sometimes the aliens I work
with have given me messages
during my sleeping time.

Essential Tips
by Bonnie Meyer
Have 100% faith in God that it will work or it will not. Everyone can do this with His help. God has given everyone the authority to move mountai ns if it is for a righteous reason.

What Is Really Needed
To heal whether it is alone or with others,
consider what is needed for a spiritually
positive healing. God helps those who help
themselves. This does not mean we can sit
back and passively wait for God to handle
everything. Seeking the Lord’s guidance is an
essential factor in a healing prayer. Always
call upon the light of the Creator and ask
“Lord what you want to do in this situation.”
Then act in accordance with His leading. It
takes practice to develop this kind of a
listening ear. So how does one heal with the
Lord’s guidance?



Have 100% faith in God that it will
work or it will not. Everyone can do
this with His help. God has given
everyone the authority to move
mountains if it is for a righteous
reason.



Recognize that God gave us the
responsibility to keep all thing safe
and in balance and to be caretakers
and stewards of planet Earth. He
did not give us the authority to
destroy His beautiful creations. In
the book of Genesis God said, “Be
fruitful, multiply, fill the Earth and
conquer it. Be master of the fish of
the sea, the bird of the air and all
living animals upon the Earth.



Believe you already have what it is
you ask and pray for, within reason
and for a righteous purpose and it
will be yours. Remember to ask
only for what is needed to survive
on this planet as that is all that is
guaranteed. God never said, He
would produce a mansion or lots of
money, if we ask for more than we
need we are not being spiritual
because we could be taking from
someone else who needs this to
survive. Remember to be careful of
everything you ask and pray for
because once you have it, you may
not like the responsibility that
comes along with it.

FAST FACTS

100% Faith
Have 100% faith in God that it will work or it will not.
Everyone can do this with His help. God has given
everyone the authority to move mountains if it is for a
righteous reason.



Listen
Don’t fail to recognize the prompting of God, which can
come through dreams, visions, prophetic words and
imagination.

FORGIVE
Be willing to forgive, as nothing will impede our
ability to pray for ourselves or for others more
than unwillingness to forgive. This acts as an
invisible barrier between us and God.



If you have health issues, stop and
think, did I give this to myself by
being uptight, or unbalanced.
Maybe, just maybe there might be
a lesson that you should learn from
this health issue. Sometimes a
health issue may be genetic and
you maybe cannot be helped in this
lifetime. Always be aware that
someone could be trying to make
you ill, and ask God for help in
rectifying the situation.
Don’t fail to recognize the
prompting of God, which can come
through dreams, visions, prophetic
words and imagination. Because
we have not learned to trust our
senses we have a tendency to
disregard anything as unimportant



Be willing to forgive, as nothing will
impede our ability to pray for
ourselves or for others more than
unwillingness to forgive. This acts
as an invisible barrier between us
and God. When you pray to forgive
another, forgive whatever you have
against them, and ask for
forgiveness for any wrong doing
you might have done as well.
Accept everyone as they are as this
is a real sign of maturity. Point out
another person’s good qualities,
because most people are overly
conscious of their failings of
perfection. Stay in balance with
everything around you as you
cannot be a healer or spiritual
without this balance and love. This
includes people we do not get
along with or agree with on all
subjects. Only by letting go of part
hurts, forgiving and looking to the
future can one see clearly and
begin to heal.



When you have a healing circle
there is a bigger current of divine
energy flowing through the group
and you can feel this flow of
energy. In a healing circle a
negative person or one of a low
vibrational level can interrupt the
energy for healing If there should
be a death instead of healing
remember God calls us all home
when he chooses. Remember a
healer must stay balanced at all
times. This includes their personal
and spiritual life, only a balanced
person can be a balanced healer.



If there should be a death instead
of healing remember God calls us
all home when he chooses.
Remember a healer must stay
balanced at all times. This includes
their personal and spiritual life,
only a balanced person can be a
balanced healer.
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Healing Circles
I would like to add a little more on healing
circles. At some of the meeting where I
attended, people claimed to be very spiritual.
Many of these groups have requested
healing circles to help save the planet or
often times to pray for others. The circle is
only as strong as the weakest link. This has
caused me to be cautious for the following
reasons:





I am not sure where everyone is
spirituality on their path.
I feel that I don’t know where
everyone is getting the power to
heal. In other words healing is like a
big caldron; you can dip into it and
do with it as you please. In other
words you can use it in a spiritual or
a negative way.
While in a healing circle you let
your energies pass from one to
another becoming stronger and
stronger until you get to a person
using the negative side of the force.
This can disrupt the energy, and
you can receive negativity without
even realizing it. Have you ever
wondered why sometimes after a
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healing circle you feel different?
Maybe you are having a hard time
staying balanced or even being civil
to people around you. I believe
negativity can be passed from
person to person, just as passing
peace, balance and love to another
is possible.
On a personal note, I would like to tell you
that through the years I have seen very
spiritual groups of people who worked
together very well and kept trying to help
one another. The individuals would
constantly watch each other’s back. This
continued until suddenly someone begins
having problems, which disrupts the whole
group. When this happens there is no longer
a bond and trust in one another. This puts a
wedge between people of like mind who are
on the same spiritual path. Sometimes not
everyone within the group even recognizes it
or would like to deny what is happening. In
some cases it can be years and maybe never
that this can be resolved, as the bond of trust
has been damaged. What can be done about
this? I have no answers other than to remain
always vigilant, as even Jesus himself was
tempted and he put the situation into God’s

Where Does The Power
Really Come From?
by Bonnie Meyer

Many people when asking for a healing request that the healing come from birds,
reptiles, mammals, rocks, plants, minerals or part of the creation. Or they give their
reverence to these different kingdoms in creation. While respecting nature is a
good thing to do I feel that well-intentioned individuals may be miss-guided
without their knowledge as all healing comes from The Creator of all. He is the one
who should receive reverence. The Creator has given us dominion and stewardship
over His beautiful creations. The kingdoms of rock, plant or mineral etc. do not
possess more knowledge than we do for healing. By calling on healing from the
created rather than the one who created them one may be unwittingly drawing
from the negative side of the force. The created does not possess the power to heal
only The Creator does.

hands and hoped and prayed for the best
possible outcome.
So this is why I shy away from healing circles
unless I know everyone very well, and even
then there are times when I know something
is wrong during the healing circle. So I pray
that any negativity is expelled from the circle
and no harm is done to anyone there. I then
ask God to do any healing that He knows is
needed.
Become a good listener to become a good
healer. Be interested in others and be nonjudgmental and loving to them. Be
compassionate, to understand the suffering
of another requires us to enter into the other
persons pain. Sometimes it is necessary to
confront someone when a situation,
attitudes or actions of a person are
destructive to himself or others.
The healings of God also comes through
healing circles and this does not imply a lack
of faith. Maintain free and open relationships
necessary for spiritual growth. Remember
God gave us free will, he will not violate it.
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The Lightside UFO Study Group
We have been active for over 30 years. To
share what we've learned in this time, we
have completed a series of informative books
that detail much of what the group has
discovered throughout their history. But our
website also provides a number of free
resources that you may use in the course of
your personal UFO studies.
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